
Ekaterina Starodubrovskaya is the concert and chamber singer 

(soprano), laureate of international competitions, professor of solo 

singing in Gnesin’s Russian Academy of music (Moscow). 

During her whole life, Ekaterina was connected to Gnesin’s Russian 

Academy: in 1993, she graduated with honors from the class of solo 

singing of a soloist of the Bolshoi Theatre Natalie Spiller at the Gnesin’s 

Russian Academy of Music. Her teacher of chamber singing was Prof. 

Nina Delitsieva. In 1998, Ekaterina finished postgraduate study of 

Gnesin’s Russian Academy of Music in the class of Zara Dolukhanova. 

Ekaterina leads an active concert activity in Russia and abroad. At the 

1999, she performed with great success on concert stages at Russia, 

Germany, Austria, Finland, Italy, Spain, France, Poland, Lithuania, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and 

Portugal.  

She has prepared 23 solo programs. 

She also participates in numerous festivals. 

Collaborating with modern composers, she is the first performer of the different works and vocal 

cycles. 

E. Starodubrovskaya is a Grand Prix Laureate of International Vocal Competitions in Italy (2005), 

Russia (2013), Poland (2014) and Finland (2014). 

E. Starodubrovskaya is a member of the Jury of more than 78 National and International Competitions 

(Russian, Italy, Portugal, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine, and Finland).  

She is a participant of many International conferences and seminars in Russian, Lithuanian, Finland, 

Italy and Austria. 

Together with the student’s Ekaterina participate in charity concerts and creative projects in Russia, 

organizing and taking part in a series of thematic concerts. 

E. Starodubrovskaya over many years of successful creative, educational and charitable activities in 

April 2014 was awarded with the public award – the medal «Ascetic Education» to commemorate 

the 300th anniversary of Mikhail Lomonosov, in October 2014 awarded gratitude to the Minister of 

Culture V. R. Medinsky, in 2019, she received the honorary badge “Labor distinction – Labor valor 

of Russia”. 


